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WALKTHROUGH: How to light your models realistically

1 Poser defaults to a rudimentary three-light setup

composed only of infinite lights meant to illuminate

the figure evenly. For a beginning setup, this is fine, but

you will quickly discover odd shadows and veining on

your figures in render mode.
2 There are two types of lights within Poser: Infinite

Lights and Spotlights. In the Light Controls Panel,

Infinite Lights are designated by a Lightbulb icon,

symbolising the base nature of its illumination.The rays

hit parallel to the figure and act as though the figure is

close to the light source.

3 Spotlights cast a cone-shaped directional light.Their

icon, in the Light Panel, is a stage light showing the

illumination properties of the classical theatre spotlight

that focuses onto an object or area. Used by themselves,

singly or in groups, or in conjunction with infinite, they

can light with great effect.

POSER PRO PACK:
ADDING REALISM

➔

Attention to detail is the key to creating realistic models

in Poser. Here, Disney artist Cris Palomino tells you how to fine-tune

the Pro Pack’s lighting tools to greatest effect. 

3D MODELLING

ON THE CD

IN THIS ISSUE we’ve teamed up with

Curious Labs to bring you the Poser Pro

Pack software on the MacFormat cover-

mounted CD and this accompanying tutorial.

So once you’ve installed the free software, you

can crack on with learning how to use the

cameras and lights for creative effect and

enhanced realism.

Cris Palomino’s background brings a

tradition of storytelling and illustration to her

use of Curious Labs’ Poser.This scene was

specifically created for this article using a

character, Liliana, that Cris is developing for

some of her art pieces.

“I love pieces that tell a story and what

people forget is that even a portrait like this

can tell one,” she says.“Consideration should be

given to the staging of the hands as every part

of the body communicates in some fashion. I

often tell beginners to become people

watchers and notice every aspect of what the

body does under what circumstances.

“We are always telling a story with

everything we do...why not make it the best

story you can?”

➔
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CRIS PALOMINO
ARTIST, DISNEY
“I’ve been drawing since I can remember and my greatest
pleasure is seeing what my work evokes in others. I’ve been an
artist at Disney for more than a decade and I had been looking
to get into 3D for a while. It was Curious Labs’ Poser which
finally gave me the avenue I sought. With Poser and the

introduction of the new geometry models from DAZ, Victoria
and Michael, the world of 3D opened up and suddenly
everything came together in a melding of traditional training,
digital painting, and three-dimensional objects that moved
with the ease of an experienced real-life model. It was only
limited by my imagination and willingness to keep learning. I
don’t think I’ll ever stop learning.”

ABOUT THE ARTIST
PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS POSER PRO MASTERCLASS 

4We are setting up a portrait sitting with focal

lengths on the Face camera which closely mimic

those used by professional photographers.The default

Poser lens is set to 25mm and has the effect of a wide-

angle lens which distorts to the sides (commonly

referred to as Fish Eye).

5 By setting your camera focal length within a range

of 65-90mm, you can obtain a much more flattering

appearance to the features of your subject’s face.

6 Photographers also have favourite focal lengths for

the body in portraiture and they range between 85-

110mm. Much more flattering than the Poser default lens

of 38mm. Experimentation, however, will prove to be

your best ally in the production of striking images.

➔

7We have loaded our figure – in this case it is DAZ’s

Victoria model with additional morphs of my own

making.We have dressed her with hair and clothing and

proceed to pose her in a simple stance as the focus is to

be her face.

8Once we have what we are after, we can begin to

consider the type of lighting we want to use on our

model, whom I will call Liliana.

9 Let’s start with the default lights that Poser gives us.

Turn off the light to the right of the globe and set

the remaining lights to spotlights. Now they’re

directional and you will probably find your figure in

darkness.

10 This goes to illustrate just how much light is

actually thrown by Infinite lights. Go to

overhead (top) view and pull away until you see the

lights themselves.

11Now move them close to the figure with the

Move tool. 12Using the dials which become visible as you

select each light, move the light till you see it

pass over the body and position them on the upper body

to illuminate it. Do this to both lights.

MINI CV
• Graduated from California State University
• Appointed Character Art Manager, Disney
Consumer Products, 1990
• Teaches Painter at Disney
• Partner at Poser tutorial site
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13We’ve positioned the lights so that one is a bit

above and the other is hitting the front of the

figure a bit to the side. So far, so good.

14 Playing with the light settings, I position the

highest light a little closer to the figure. It all

depends on the look you want to achieve.This one

illuminates the edges of the face.

15 If we pull away and look at the full figure with

the Main camera, you can see the effect of the

spotlights and how the illumination is concentrated on

the upper torso.

16On the dial parameters of each light, set the

Map size higher than the 256 default setting. It

increases the detail of the shadows, but does require

more memory as well as increasing render time. Mine are

set between 1,024 and 2,048.

17At this point, light is cast where we want, but it

is not very strong.The intensity is already at

100%. In comes Angle Start, the hot spot of your

highlight, and Angle End, the diffusion rate and spread of

the hot spot.

18A Start/End ratio of 1:1 creates a crisp-edged

spot.With such nice shadows, I decide that a

dark background is called for, but what colour? In

illustration, we like to paint in from within a defined

colour palette.

If you ask someone their opinion of a

current movie with animated 3D graphics

and effects, you’re most likely to hear, “It

looked so real. It is amazing what they are

doing with computers!” 

The 3D graphics and effects in movies

have become so realistic that sometimes the

line is blurred between virtual and actual

actors. A few years ago, creating anything

realistic on a desktop computer was not

easy. Imitating realistic organic objects was

time consuming and expensive. However, as

technology has progressed, creating

amazing realism is possible – not only on

the desktop, but also in an application that

costs just over 150 quid. Poser 4 and Poser

Pro Pack can create photo-realistic

characters easily and in a reasonable

amount of time!

So how do you get realism in your

renderings from Poser 4 and the Pro Pack?

There are many features that can be

utilised, lighting included, to help you

achieve astonishing effects. It is

worthwhile to note that the Pro Pack is not

required for most of the highlights we are

going to discuss, although it does have

features that, when combined with other

3D applications, will take your renderings

to the next level. Here are some

fundamental tips on how to create stellar

Poser imagery.

TEXTURE MAPS 
Texture maps are a critical part of creating

realism in your characters. One thing you

can do to enhance realism is to take pieces

of scanned photos and combine them with

the characters’ default texture map to

create your own, amazingly realistic

textures. We have shown this kind of

process in th pictures above.

BUMP MAPS 
When realism is the name of the game, you

can’t go wrong by combining your scanned

skin textures and converting them to

grayscale images to create custom bump

maps. By customising a bump map you can

create depth in the figures’ skin, such as

wrinkles, pores, and scales – the

possibilities are endless! 

GOING FURTHER Creating lifelike characters with Joe Grover

You can use the skin textures of a real person
to add a lifelike quality to your character.

Import a section of the scanned photo into
the default texture map of the model.

The two elements combined create an
amazingly realistic effect. 
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An Introduction to

Photographic

Lighting In Poser 4

Sydd Raven

www.awakemm.

com/poserarcana/

tutorials/sr/sr01/

index.html

Lifelike Lighting

Techniques for Poser

by Craig Burton

www.awakemm.

com/poserarcana/

tutorials/cb/cb05/

index.html

Poser Lighting

Techniques III

by Craig Burton

www.awakemm.

com/poserarcana/

tutorials/cb/cb07/

index.html

Advanced Poser

Lighting Techniques

by Craig Burton

www.awakemm.

com/poserarcana/

tutorials/cb/cb10/

index.html

Digital Lighting &

Rendering

by Jeremy Birn,

George Maestri

(Editor);

New Riders

Publishing; ISBN: 1

56205 954 8

Poser 4 Pro Pack F/X

and Design

by Richard H.

Schrand, Sr, Steve

Cooper, Chad Smith;

The Coriolis Group;

ISBN: 1 58880

099 7

GOING
FURTHER

19Using the color picker, I choose the darkest

point on the edge of Liliana’s leg shadow. 20 This gives me a rich brown-black which 

feels like it is a part of the image because it

comes from it.

21 The maximum setting on the Angle Start/End

dial is 160. Using the two lights, I place the first

light at 60:90 and the second, higher light (which we

know covers the left shoulder) at 10:100. I also lower the

second light’s intensity to 10%.The result is very soft,

low-key lighting.

22 I decide to re-add the third light I had turned

off, as an additional fill. It’s coloured the same

as my first key light with a 100% intensity and an Angle

Start/End of 30:90.

23 The final result has a painterly quality which is

what I seek in most of my pieces. Light, and the

artistic manner in which you control it, plays a major part

in developing the level of reality you are trying to portray

in your work.

You’ll find the Poser Pro Pack in the

Demos folder on the cover-mounted

CD this month. For more about the

CD’s contents, turn to page 30.

➔

ON THE CD

YOUR POSER DEMO

Say goodbye to the plastic default surface,

and hello to some detailed human (or animal,

alien creature, etc) skin. You have the freedom to

create any surface terrain you can imagine. 

TRANSPARENCY MAPS 
Use transparency maps to create more realistic

hair and eyelashes. The function of these maps is

to render transparency in the geometry based on

the grayscale value of the map. With human

characters the maps help separate eyelashes and

give a new dimension to hair.

Another good example of transparency maps

would be applying them to wings. When used

with a bump map to emphasise veins, the wings

become more believable. 

When the bump, texture and transparency

maps are combined, it brings life to the figure. 

MICHAEL, VICTORIA AND VICTORIA 2 
Daz 3D (www.daz3d.com) develops detailed,

high-resolution figures, which will enhance the

realism in your scenes tenfold. The figures

include detailed morph targets and settings that

enable you to create different body and facial

styles with ease. 

POSER PRO PACK (ON THE CD)
Poser Pro Pack is an add-on pack for Poser 4 –

with new features that enable even more

realism, including the Setup Room where you can

create IK bone structures for custom figures. Pro

Pack also offers plug-in support for LightWave

and 3ds max. Poser 4 comes with a high-quality

renderer that can create some stunning imagery.

By utilising the texturing engine and lighting

models of these two applications, as well as the

professional level renderers, you’ll achieve some

incredible effects. Check out the site at

www.curiouslabs.com/products/proPack/

index.html for more information.

If you feel your 3D images and animations are

lacking a level of realism, try applying lighting

techniques and Transparency maps, along with

your custom Texture and Bump maps to some

Poser 4 characters. You can also find many tips,

tricks, tutorials, and existing files from the rich

online Poser community. Check out these sites for

great Poser content:

www.poserforum.net

www.renderosity.com

www.3dcommune.com

www.critical-depth.com/cgi-bin/idd/

www.daz3d.com

Bring extra realism to your Poser Pro characters
with Poser Pro Pack.
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